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Abstract—Morphological segmenter is an important compo-
nent in Amharic natural language processing systems. Despite this
fact, Amharic lacks large amount of morphologically segmented
corpus. Large amount of corpus is often a requirement to develop
neural network-based language technologies. This paper presents
an alternative method to generate large amount of morph-
segmented corpus for Amharic language. First, a relatively small
(138,400 words) morphologically annotated Amharic seed-corpus
is manually prepared. The annotation enables to identify prefixes,
stem, and suffixes of a given word. Second, a supervised approach
is used to create a conditional random field-based seed-model
(on the seed-corpus). Applying the seed-model (an unsupervised
technique on a large unsegmented raw Amharic words) for
prediction, a large corpus size (3,777,283) of segmented words
are automatically generated. Third, the newly generated corpus
is used to train an Amharic morphological segmenter (based
on a supervised neural sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) approach
using character embeddings). Using the seq2seq method, an F-
score of 98.65% was measured. Results show an agreement
with previous efforts for Arabic language. The work presented
here has profound implications for future studies of Ethiopian
language technologies and may one day help solve the problem
of the digital-divide between resource-rich and under-resourced
languages.

Keywords—Amharic; Amharic morphology; segmentation cor-
pus; seq2seq; under-resourced languages

I. INTRODUCTION

Language plays a significant role in achieving the sustain-
able development goals (SDG 2030) [1]. Regarding language
technologies, the Prime Minister of Ethiopia, Dr Abiy Ahmed,
recently said, “(. . . ) teaching Somali, Tigrinya, Amharic and
Oromo languages with artificial intelligence and making these
languages researchable is a great achievement (. . . )” [2].
This Prime Minister’s quote can be interpreted as artificial
intelligence (AI) in general, and natural language processing
(NLP) in particular, are issues of contemporary importance in
Ethiopia. This work focuses on one aspect of Amharic NLP
technology.

NLP aims at enabling machines to understand human
languages. Machines usually obtain “natural language” in
the form of voice or text messages. Typically, textual and
vocal data are not structured and therefore require advanced
technologies, like deep neural networks (DNNs), to be used
and understood correctly. DNNs are mainly based on large
amount of corpus for automatic feature extraction [3]. Because
of this (large corpus requirement), DNNs are not being fully
applied by almost all under-resourced Ethiopian languages.

Despite being the working language of Ethiopia, Amharic
is one of the under-resourced languages [4], [5]. Being under-

resourced, Amharic lacks digital resources, such as sizable
segmentation corpus and a morphological analyzer [6].

The lack of digital resources is mainly attributed to an
expensive corpus preparation by language experts. Depending
on their level of expertise, a linguist may ask starting from
Ethiopian Birr 10.00 per a single word segmentation. For
example, in 2019 there was a joint project (between the for-
mer Information Network Security Agency and Addis Ababa
University). The aim of the project was to develop core NLP
tools. The biggest share of the project cost was the payment
for the linguists. Even with the minimum price, Birr 10.00 per
a single word segmentation, the cost gets in millions just for
about 100,000 distinct word segmentation.

The problem of language corpus scarcity is a “real-life”
challenge that exists when developing NLP tools and under-
taking researches.

One of the primary consequences of corpus scarcity is
reflected in the approaches to develop Amharic NLP tech-
nologies. The dominant approaches to develop Amharic NLP
systems are mostly rule-based, such as memory-based learn-
ing [7].

Rule-based systems have their own pros and cons [8].
Rule-based systems are advantageous, as they are declarative
and are easy to comprehend, to maintain, to incorporate
domain knowledge, and to trace and fix the cause of errors.
However, they are heuristic and require tedious manual labor
as compared to machine-learning (ML) approaches.

ML-based systems too have their own pros and cons [8].
On their advantage end, they are: trainable, adaptable, and
reduces manual effort. Their disadvantages includes the re-
quirement of: labeled corpus, retraining for domain adaptation,
ML expertise to use or maintain, and they are opaque.

Given the situations, it is essential to design an alternative
mechanism to enrich (with corpus), and develop language
processing tools for Amharic (to make it researchable). One
mechanism could be the design of an algorithm that is com-
putationally robust and less expensive.

To design such an algorithm, a possible approach would be
the use of a hybrid system: a combination of rule-based and
ML-based systems. The rule-based system can be applied to
generate seed-corpus for a semi-supervised ML approach as
suggested by [9]: “Minimally supervised approaches provide
better performance compared to applying only unsupervised
methods on large unlabeled datasets.”

The purpose of this work is twofold. First, to automatically
generate morph-segmented Amharic corpus. Then, the newly
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generated corpus is used to develop a neural network-based
Amharic morphological segmenter (AMS).

To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any work
that attempted neural network techniques to develop AMS
by using semi-supervised learning approach to automatically
generate large amount of corpus.

The main contributions are the following:

1) An alternative algorithm is used to construct a mor-
phologically segmented corpus for Amharic. The
corpus is annotated with boundaries that clearly mark
prefix, stem, and suffix morphemes.

2) A sequence-to-sequence neural network approach is
used to create an Amharic morphological segmenter.

3) The research shall motivate the understanding of (the
processing challenges of) Amharic.

4) The research shall inspire further research (by releas-
ing the resources – the corpus and the algorithm – of
this research to the public).

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
provides an overview of recent advancements in morpho-
logical segmentation. Section III outlines our methodology.
Subsequently, Section IV presents the results obtained from
testing the method on diverse subjects. Finally, the conclusion
summarizes the findings of this study and offers insights into
future perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Why Develop Amharic Corpora

Amharic corpora is useful to develop, and apply a research
work for different Amharic natural language technologies.
In 2005, [6] manually annotated Amharic words (in news
documents) with the most appropriate parts-of-speech (POS)
tags. They managed to annotate 1,065 text documents having
202,671 words [10]. Their corpora is useful to develop prob-
abilistic POS tagger [11] and chunker [10].

In 2016, a semi-automatic approach (very similar to this
work) is followed by [12] to develop a morpho-syntactically
annotated Amharic Treebank to develop a text parser. They
first annotated 1,000 sentences for POS tags, morphological
information, and syntactic relations of words. Using these
sentences as seed-corpus, they trained a machine learning
system to automatically annotate 5,000 sentences.

In 2021, [13] developed a POS tagged corpus consisting
of 25,199 documents using syntactic information of words.
Their corpus was tagged automatically using HornMorpho
analyzer [14] with manual intervention to correct erroneous
results. The morphological analyzer generates the derived
stems of non-verbal words rather than basic stems. For verbs,
it generates only roots rather than stems producing incorrect
representations. Their corpus is not directly suitable for mor-
phological segmentation experiments. Nevertheless, one can
use their corpus as part of a seed-corpus by appropriating to a
desired experiments. Regardless, HornMorpho is used by most
works related to Amharic morphological segmentation [15],
[16]. It is a fully-fledged morphological analysis tool for
Amharic, Tigrinya and Oromo languages.

The work of [17] is also worth mentioning as, they used
morphological knowledge and an extension of existing anno-
tated dataset to improve the performance of an Amharic POS
tagging system.

This paper’s approach is different from HornMorpho. In
that it is limited to only word segmentation task (as opposed
to HornMorpho, a fully-fledged morphological analysis tool).

Brief, although morphological properties have been used
to create POS tagged corpora, there is no morphologically
annotated large Amharic corpus to date (i.e. that can be di-
rectly consumed by a neural network model). This study aims
to construct a hybrid system to generate a morphologically
annotated segmented words that can be useful for sequence-
to-sequence neural network models.

B. Segmentation for Semitic Languages

Word segmentation is regarded as a first step for almost
all Semitic languages [18], [19]. This work adopts most of
the methods presented for Arabic word segmenter [20]. Their
method involves three steps. First, they used a small manually
segmented Arabic corpus (110,000 words) to create a “seed-
model”. Then, they used the “seed-model” to bootstrap an
unsupervised algorithm. Finally, they applied the unsupervised
algorithm on a large unsegmented Arabic corpus (155 million
words). They claimed a 97% exact match accuracy on a test
corpus (28,449 words). A significant difference between this
work and theirs is the choice of an unsupervised algorithm.
Theirs is a “trigram language model”. This study used a con-
ditional random field (CRF) instead. The CRF model is a rel-
atively better algorithm (e.g., it can use language-independent
features of characters, in addition to n-grams) [18].

C. Sequence-to-Sequence Approaches

Recently, supervised sequence-to-sequence approaches
have gained success [21]–[23]. The seq2seq modeling of this
work is mostly inspired (and adapts most of the techniques
used) by a morphological segmentation task for the Russian
language [24]. The Russian work defined MS as sequence
transduction using character embeddings. They used the ar-
chitecture and the hyperparameters by [22].

D. Summary

This work builds on previous works on morphological
segmentation, such as by [20]. It then enriches an already
existing, manually segmented seed-corpus by applying a tool
– mostly used for Amharic NLP works [14]. Finally, it adapts
a sec2seq model by [24].

III. METHODOLOGY

Amharic morphological segmentation can be modeled us-
ing only hand-crafted dataset [8]. However, building a sizable
hand-crafted corpus is expensive in the amount of human
work. AMS can also be designed automatically using statistical
models such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) [25]. Today, one can also apply
deep learning methods to get a state-of-the-art performance
level [26].
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This work attempts to combine the best of rule-based, ML,
and deep learning approaches. To that end, it follows a three-
step process (see Fig. 1).

First, a supervised approach is applied to create a seed-
model using a hand-crafted dataset (training a CRF). Then,
based on the seed-model a CRF-based unsupervised method is
applied on a raw unsegmented words to enrich the manually
created Amharic corpus. Third, a supervised neural sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) learning approach, using character em-
beddings, is implemented for AMS on the enriched dataset.
The seq2seq is mostly inspired by the work of [20] and the
soft-attention encoder-decoder research method of [27].

Fig. 1. A flowchart to highlight the three major sub-processes of the
proposed method.

A. Seed-Corpus for the Seed-Model

Two kinds of dataset are used to prepare a seed-model.
The first one is a manually labeled, morphologically segmented
corpus (173,000 words), prepared by [28].

The 173,000 segmented corpus is used for three purposes.
First, it helped in generating an affixation table. Second, 80%
of it (138,400 words) is used as a part of the training corpus.
Third, 20% of it (34,600 words) is used as test corpus for the
unsupervised CRF-based model.

The corpus by [28], however, has only representative stems.
To compensate for the lack of stem varieties, another dataset,
from Contemporary Amharic Corpus (CACO) by [4] is used.

Basically, the CACO corpus is a morphological analysis
result of HornMorpho [14]. As such, it is not directly applica-

ble for the purpose of this study. So, it is filtered by applying
a regular expression algorithm and the affixation table to get
906,417 words.

Finally, the two dataset (manually segmented corpus
(138,400 words) and the filtered corpus (906,417 words)) are
merged to get a total of 1,044,817 words (see Table I) as a
seed-corpus to train a seed-model. All the 1,044,817 words are
labeled using the “BMES” tagging scheme.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF SEED-CORPUS PREPARATION

CORPUS WORDS
MANUALLY SEGMENTED 138,400
FILTERED FROM CACO 906,417

MERGED TOTAL (SEED-CORPUS) 1,044,817

B. The BMES Tagging Scheme

Training a word segmenter can be considered as an orga-
nized classification task with encoded classes [18].

An encoding is used to identify the presence of morph
boundaries around a target character. Models using fine-
grained tagging schemes contribute significantly for perfor-
mance accuracy [29], [30]. As such, this work adopts the
fine-grained “BMES” encoding scheme by [31]. This encoding
scheme uses four class set {B, M, E, S} to capture information
about the sequence of morphs in a given word. The labeling
symbols have the following meanings:

(B)egin: The start of a morph.
(M)iddle:The continuity of a morph.
(E)nd: The end of a morph.
(S)ingle: Single morphs.

Table II depicts an instance of the “BMES” tagging scheme
using an example of three Amharic words (/bet/ “house”, /betu/
“the house”, and /betunmko/ “and also the house”) with their
corresponding manual segmentation (marked by a dash “-”)
and labeling.

TABLE II. AN INSTANCE USAGE OF THE “BMES” TAG SCHEME

SEGMENTED WORD LABELING

bet [B, M, E]
bet-u [B, M, E, S]

bet-u-n-m-ko [B, M, E, S, S, S, B, E]

C. Training a Seed-Model

The seed-corpus (1,044,817 words, labeled with the
“BMES” tagging scheme) is used as an input for a supervised
CRF training to prepare a seed-model. The linear-chain CRF
model of the Wapiti toolkit [32] is used for both segmenting
and labeling purposes. The CRF model takes a labeled seed-
corpus, a template to mark n-grams and a text file to write the
output (the seed-model). The seed-model’s accuracy is tested
to be 96% exact match accuracy on a manually segmented test
corpus of 34,600 words.
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D. Corpus Generation from a Bulk Corpus

New corpus generation, from a bulk corpus, demands the
seed-corpus, bulk-corpus and an affixation table. Having those
prerequisites, a four step process follows. First, the seed-corpus
is generated. Then, a bulk-corpus is prepared from the most
frequently used Amharic word lists (347,039 unsegmented
words) [33]. Third, a seed-model is trained using the seed-
corpus. Finally, using the seed-model (iteratively) re-training
is performed by using a block from the bulk-corpus. Fig. 2 is
a flowchart to illustrate the process. (see also, Algorithm 1 on
the following page, for detailed steps.)

Fig. 2. Corpus preparation from a raw unsegmented corpus.

Using the algorithm, 2,732,466 segmented words are fil-
tered from a bulk raw dataset. This corpus size (2,732,466
words) together with the seed-corpus (1,044,817) help in
training the seq2seq AMS model (see Table III).

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF THE NEW CORPUS SIZE USING THE
ALGORITHM

CORPUS WORDS
SEED-CORPUS 1,044,817
CORPUS FROM BULK-CORPUS 2,732,466

MERGED DATASET FOR SEQ2SEQ 3,777,283

E. The Seq2Seq Model

The seq2seq works as transduction system [24]. That
means, AMS as a seq2seq model gains an overall information
from inputs and directly output a segmented sequence without
using context features.

Table IV presents a sample input-output pair for a seq2seq
AMS model. The input, X = x1, x2, x3, x4, is the word
“betu”, “the house” having 4 characters (x1 = b, x2 = e, x3 =
t, x4 = u). The output is a sequence, y, having 5 characters
including a boundary marker, β.

The final segmentation result is {bet}β{u}.

TABLE IV. INPUT-OUTPUT INSTANCE FOR SEQ2SEQ AMS MODEL

Sequence Length

Input X = [b, e, t, u] 4
Output y = [b, e, t, β, u] 5

The attention-based seq2seq model architecture for AMS
is shown in Fig. 3. The model contains character embedding
layer, an encoder layer, and an attention head and a decoder.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the seq2seq model (Adapted from [21]). <EoW>
stands for End-of-Word.

F. Settings

Dataset: The total corpus size is 3,777,283 morphologi-
cally segmented Amharic words. This corpus is
divided into two parts: 90% for training, and 10%
for testing as suggested by [24]. The targets for
the seq2seq model are morph-broken words (see
Table V).
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Algorithm 1 Get New Corpus From Bulk Corpus
Input: seedCorpus, bulkCorpus, affixationTable

do



blockSize← 1000
begin← 0
end← blockSize
seedModel← crfTrain(seedCorpus, ‘model.txt’)
newCorpus← seedCorpus
while begin ≤ sizeOf(bulkCorpus)

do



wordBlock← getCorpusBlock(bulkCoupus, begin, end)
for each word ∈ wordBlock

do



transliteratedWord← transliterate(word)
writeOnFile(transliteratedWord, ‘transliteratedWord.txt’)
crfPredict(‘model.txt’, ‘transliteratedWord.txt’, ‘result.txt’)
filteredSegments← filterSegments(‘result.txt’, affixationTable)
newCorpus← merge(newCorpus, filteredSegments)
newCorpus← dropDuplicates(newCorpus)

newModel← crfRetrain(newCorpus, ‘model.txt’)
begin← end+1
end← end + blockSize

return (newCorpus)

TABLE V. SAMPLE DATASET FOR SEQ2SEQ TRAINING AS A PAIR OF
[INPUT WORD, TARGET SEGMENTED WORD]. THE EXAMPLE AMHARIC

WORD HAS A ROOT SBR, HAVING THE SENSE OF BREAKING

INPUT WORD SEGMENTED WORD

s b a b r o n a s b a b r - o - n a
s b a b r a n a s b a b r - a - n a
s b a b r w n a s b a b r - - w - n a

Packages:The Python programming language is applied for
the experimentation. As for the deep learning
package, Keras [34] with TensorFlow [35] as a
back-end is used. For evaluating the models, the
Scikit-learn [36] toolkit is used.

G. Train the Seq2Seq Model

The seq2seq model involves three distinct models: an
encoder, an attention head and a decoder. Each of these
(three) models, include a single Bidirectional Long Short Term
Memory (BiLSTM) layer.

• The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Network
The LSTM network architecture consists of a set
of recurrently connected memory blocks, known as
LSTM memory cells (dotted boxes in Fig. 4).
LSTM are better at finding and exploiting long range
dependencies in a data [37]. It has an input layer X,
hidden layer h and output layer y. For example, if one
inputs x = [b, e, t, u], the house, into the LSTM, the
expected prediction is a tag set as: y = [B,M,E, S]
(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The LSTM network.

• The Bidirectional LSTM
As depicted in Fig. 5, BiLSTM is two hidden LSTM
layers. In sequence tagging task, it enables us to have
access to both past and future input features.

Fig. 5. A BiLSTM network.
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• Hyperparameters
◦ Inspired by previous works [22], [38], possible

parameter combinations are explored in the
preliminary experiments. The complete list of
parameters is shown in Table VI. “Hidden
layer size” stands for the number of BiLSTM
layers or hidden state dimension and “Embed-
dings dimension” stands for dimensionality of
the embedding layer.

TABLE VI. HYPERPARAMETERS OF THE SEQ2SEQ TRAINING.

HYPERPARAMETER VALUE

Encoder and decoder
Number of epochs 10
Number of units 1024
Batch size 64
Character embeddings 256
Optimizer Adam

Attention
Attention type Bahdanau’s

• Training
◦ The training involves three distinct models (an

encoder, an attention head and a decoder, in
that order) acting as a single end-to-end model.

Encoder
It takes a list of tokens. It converts those
tokens into vectors by an embedding layer.
Then, a BiLSTM layer processes the vec-
tors sequentially. It outputs the processed
sequence (for the attention head) and the
internal state (useful to initialize the de-
coder).
Bahdanau’s additive attention [27]
It computes the attention weights and the
context vectors.
Decoder
After accepting the output from the en-
coder, it converts the tokens into a vector
using an embedding layer. The decoder
keeps track of what has been generated so
far using a similar layer as in the encoder.
Finally, it produces context vectors and do
“logit” predictions for the next token.

H. Evaluation

Two morphological segmentation evaluation approaches
are suggested by [39]. The first one is called “direct evalu-
ation”, in which the results of a MS model are compared to
“gold” standards. The other approach is known as “indirect
evaluation”, where the MS models are used in other applica-
tions such as for speech recognition system.

As recommended by [24], this study uses the direct evalu-
ation technique. So, boundary precision, boundary recall and
boundary F1-score are reported.

Precision =
number of correct boundaries found
total number of boundaries found

(1)

Recall =
number of correct boundaries found
total number of correct boundaries

(2)

F1-score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(3)

Where, “boundary” means the border between morphs. For
example, suppose there are two boundaries in the gold standard
for the Amharic word “y-bet-u” (of-the-house). If the AMS
model segments this word as “y-be-t-u”, with three boundaries,
one can compute precision as 67%, recall as 100% and F1-
score as 80%.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Results

Overall, 3,777,283 morphologically segmented Amharic
words are generated with an algorithm that involves a CRF
model. The CRF model’s accuracy was 96% exact match on
a manually segmented test corpus of 34,600 words.

This accuracy is slightly less than that of the Arabic word
segmenter by [20], which was 97% exact match accuracy on a
test corpus (28,449 words). The difference may be attributed
to the use of a large unsegmented Arabic corpus (155 million
words) as compared to 347,039 unsegmented Amharic corpus.

Once the morphologically segmented Amharic words are
generated, the next step was to develop our seq2seq model.
But, before developing the seq2seq model, the newly generated
data is used for training LSTM, GRU, BiLSTM, and BiGRU
models in order to choose the best performing one. The
performance of the models was evaluated and contrasted (see
Table VII). The results showed that BiLSTM gave the best
performance compared to the other models. So, we have
chosen the BiLSTM model to implement our seq2seq model.

TABLE VII. A COMPARISON: TO CHOOSE THE BEST PERFORMING
MODEL

MODEL PRECISION RECALL F1-SCORE

GRU 91.73% 92.56% 92.14%
LSTM 92.47% 93.36% 92.91%
BiGRU 95.58% 95.95% 95.76%
BiLSTM 98.47% 98.84% 98.65%

Fig. 6 presents the attention weights for the input characters
“slvbetacnnmko”, where the sound /v/, representing //, is
used for technical reason. The output is the “morph broken
characters” which is found to satisfy the given “gold” standard
“/slv-bet-acn-n-m-ko/”.
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Fig. 6. Attention weights with inputs (Amharic characters) and outputs
(morph broken characters) of the inputs.

B. Discussion

For accurate ‘interpretation’ of the human language, ma-
chines should be equipped with effective natural language
processing components [40]. But, this is not often the case
for under-resourced languages.

Under-resourced languages are the majority of the world
languages, which have not attracted much attention from
researchers and donors due to economical and political rea-
sons [40]. For these languages, corpus is a challenge to train
deep learning models [41], as deep learning techniques demand
large amounts of labeled corpus [3].

Amharic is one of the under resourced Ethiopian lan-
guages [4] that lacks necessary corpus and NLP applications.

To improve the situation, an Amharic morphological seg-
menter is implemented based on a supervised neural sequence-
to-sequence approach using character embeddings, by carefully
constructing language resources. But, there are still possible
error sources that put our results questionable.

One possible source of error is the use of a segmentation
corpus from an external morphological analyzer (HornMor-
pho). Errors may propagate from the morphological analyzer to
the filtered corpus. However, it is difficult to spot out the exact
source of errors, as this work lacks a proper error analysis.

Nevertheless, the obtained F1-Score (98.65%) indicates
that, there is a window of opportunity to improve the accuracy
of the Amharic morphological segmenter by applying deep
neural networks.

The main focus of this work was on corpus preparation.
As such, this work lacks testing and comparison of the im-
plemented supervised neural sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)

system against the stated previous works and with the resource-
rich languages.

Comparing the obtained results with another similar im-
plementation would have a much more impact to outline the
achieved milestone. So, this can be considered as yet another
limitation of this work.

One of the strongest suits of this research is the use of dif-
ferent datasets for seed-corpus preparation (as, having datasets
for under-resourced languages is the main obstacle when it
comes to the implementation of morphological segmentation
systems).

V. CONCLUSION

Unlike morphologically poor languages, such as English,
Amharic language’s word segmentation resources aren’t suffi-
cient for researchers to do their practices.

Addressing the most understudied corpus generation for
a low-resource language is fascinating, and is a big step for
further studies.

Using annotated datasets and unsupervised techniques, a
relatively big dataset was generated. This enabled the imple-
mentation of a seq2seq-based morphological segmenter for
Amharic language.

Rule-based approach is used alongside a supervised ma-
chine learning approach. This hybrid system is found to
be cost-effective, flexible, and most importantly effective in
constructing a language resource for segmentation.

To construct a language resource, three sources of dataset
are used. The first set is 138,400 manually labeled, morpholog-
ically segmented corpus. The second source is a morphological
analysis result from Contemporary Amharic Corpus (filtered
using a regular expression algorithm and a rule-based method
by using an affixation table) to get 906,417 words. The third
source is the result of applying a corpus generator algorithm
out of “most frequently used Amharic word lists”. Using the
third technique, 2,732,466 segmented words are generated.

The newly generated segmentation corpus is then used to
train a morphological segmenter model based on a supervised
seq2seq neural network approach.

The seq2seq implementation involves three models appear-
ing as one: an encoder, an attention head, and a decoder. For
the seq2seq implementation, Python programming language is
used on an Ubuntu machine having 64GB of memory.

The implemented seq2seq model is evaluated using a direct
evaluation technique. Besides the 3,777,283 Amharic language
corpus generated in the process, a 98.47% precision, a 98.84%
recall, and a 98.65% F1-score have been achieved.

Brief, the major findings of this work are:

• An alternative algorithm that uses small seed-corpus
to generate a large dataset from a raw bulk corpus.

• The generation of 3,777,283 morphologically seg-
mented Amharic word corpus.

• An implementation of a seq2seq-based Amharic mor-
phological segmenter model using the newly seg-
mented word corpus.
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• A state-of-the-art accuracy of the seq2seq morpholog-
ical segmentation model (F1-score of 98.65%).
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